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Wedding guest dresses can be tricky to pick out. There are so many levels of dressiness to choose from. Ideally, you’ll find a dress that you can wear to other events
because if you like it enough to wear it once, you like it enough to wear it again and again.
The ceremony and reception venues can give you a hint about what to wear. You’ll want to dress more casually for a wedding in a barn than one in a catering hall.
You can glam it up for an evening ceremony and reception, but you’ll want to tone it down for a morning wedding and brunch reception.
Here are our plus size wedding guest dress picks for Spring.

J Kara Chiffon Overlay Beaded Cocktail Dress
J Kara’s Chiffon Overlay Beaded Cocktail Dress would be great for an evening reception. The chiffon overlay and cape sleeves add
a lot of movement when you’re out on the dance floor, while the beads catch the light every time you move.
The boatneck neckline is modest enough for a religious ceremony while the skirt is sparkly enough for the glam reception.
Afterwards, wear it on date night or a girl’s night out.

Marina Love Dress
The Marina Love Dress could go to almost every wedding you’re going to this season. Lay on the sparkly jewelry for an evening
wedding, or wear it with minimal accessories for an outdoor wedding. The chiffon fabric wouldn’t be great at a beach wedding, but it’s
just right for any garden party. The crossover bodice elevates this dress above the typical wardrobe staple.

April Dress
The April Dress is what you want to wear to a beach wedding or a casual backyard reception. The soft jersey fabric will be comfortable
in the great outdoors no matter how warm it gets. The deepv neckline and empire waist make this dress flattering and dressy enough for a wedding. Pile on the
accessories for the event, then wear it alone for a casual look later on.
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Sabrina Maxi Dress
The Sabrina Maxi Dress is casual elegance personified. For a formal wedding, pile on layer
upon layer of sparkly jewelry for a glamorous look. For a casual wedding, wear it with a shawl
and long boho chic earrings. Later on, wear it with a shrug to go shopping with friends or
relaxing at home.
The Sabrina Maxi Dress is available in black, indigo, dark peach and dusty rose.

Cape Top Gown by ABS Allen Schwartz
For some weddings, only the most glamorous dress will do. For those weddings, there’s the Cape Top Gown by ABS Allen
Schwartz. You’ll look like you just stepped off the red carpet. The cape adds drama while the lace cutout defines your waist and
highlights your curves.

Wear It Again and Again
It’s frustrating to wear a great dress only once. Look for reasons to wear even your most formal wedding guest dress again. That way, you’ll love the dress even more.
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